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Figure SI 1, Photospecific fragmentation pathways of the acceptor chromophore QSY7. Here R denotes the position of the linker chain and tagging location of the cyclodextrin.
Figure SI 2, LID mass spectrum of mass selected $[\text{A}\beta\text{C-Rh575+H}]^{2+}$ ions irradiated with a single laser pulse of pulse energy 2 mJ at a wavelength of 505 nm.
Figure SI 3, LID mass spectrum of mass selected \([A\beta C-Rh575+2H]^3+\) ions irradiated with a single laser pulse of pulse energy 5 mJ at a wavelength of 505 nm.
New Figure:

Figure SI 4, Branching ratio for the fragmentation $[(QSY-\beta CD)+(Rh575-CA\beta)+2H]^3\rightarrow [(Rh575-CA\beta)+2H]^2$. The branching ratio is defined as the ratio between the fragment intensity and the parent intensity in the LID spectrum.
Figure SI 5, Branching ratio for the fragmentation \([(QS\gamma-\beta CD)+(Rh575-CA\beta)+2H]^3+ \rightarrow [(QS\gamma-\beta CD)]^+\). The branching ratio is defined as the ratio between the fragment intensity and the parent intensity in the LID spectrum.